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REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA 

AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA AUTHORITY 

MEDIA RELEASE 

The scheduled meeting of the Audiovisual Media Authority (AMA) was held on Thursday, 

16 May2019, with the participation of the following members: 
 

Gentian 
Sami 

SALA 
NEZAJ 

Chairperson 
Deputy 
Chairperson 

Agron GJEKMARKAJ Member 

Gledis GJIPALI Member 

Piro MISHA Member 

Suela MUSTA Member 

Zylyftar BREGU Member 

 

The AMA Board discussed on reactions to the “Be Coffee” section of “E dielaShqiptare” 

program, broadcast on “Klan” national television, dated 03.02.2019, on the figure of martyr 

Mujo Ulqinaku. In conclusion of discussions, AMA agreed upon warning the operator to 

take into consideration and avoid inappropriate situations which diminish or underestimate 

the role, contribution and honoring of national historic figures. 

Upon reviewing the itemsof the agenda, AMA decided: 

 

1. To renew the “Loudcom Media” sh.p.k. Company license, to the private local 

radioentity “Radio Energy”. (Decision no. 77, dated 16.05.2019) 

2. To renew the “Media Kontakt” sh.p.k. Company license, to the private local radioentity 

“Radio Kontakt”. (Decision no. 78, dated 16.05.2019) 

3. To widen the service provision area of “ABcom”sh.p.k. Company, authorized to provide 

private audiovisual programming services supported by the “ABcom” cable network and 

provide audiovisual programming services supported by “3N1 Tv” cable network, in 

“Fier Region”.(Decision no. 79, dated 16.05.2019) 

4. To renew the “Sky Elbasan” sh.p.k. Company license, to provide relay of third-party 

audiovisual programming services supported by the “Tv Kabllor Sky Elbasan” cable 

network. (Decision no. 80, dated 16.05.2019) 

5. To determine the issued authorization for “Cable Net” sh.p.k. Company as invalid, 

authorized to provide relay of third-party audiovisual programming services supported 

by the “Cable Net” cable network. (Decision no. 81, dated 16.05.2019) 

6. To accept the administrative appeal of natural person Mr. Ylli Xhafa and revocation of 

decision, citation no. 5, dated 15.04.2019, amounting to 5,000,000 ALL, set by AMA 

inspectors, for providing audiovisual service without AMA authorization.” (Decision no. 

82, dated 16.05.2019) 
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7. To dismiss the administrative appeal of natural person Gentian Osmani and uphold the 

decision, citation no. 2, dated 11.04.2019, amounting to 5,000,000 ALL, of “G-Net” 

sh.p.k. Company, set by AMA inspectors, for providing audiovisual programming 

services based on the internet IPTV/OTT without AMA authorization”. (Decision no. 

83, dated 16.05.2019) 

 

 

 

Tirana, 16 May 2019 

 

AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA AUTHORITY 
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